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ON THE LITTLEWOOD-PALEY THEORY FOR
MLXED NORM SPACES

BY

JOHN A. GOSSELIN1

Abstract. An inequality of Littlewood-Paley type is proved for the mixed

norm spaces Lp(Jr), 1 <p, r < oo, on the interval [0, 1]. This result makes

use of recent work by C. Fefferman and A. Cordoba on the boundedness of

singular integrals on these spaces. As an application of this inequality,

boundedness of the lacunary maximal partial sum operator for Walsh-Four-

ier series on lp(lr) is established. This result can be viewed as an extension

of a similar result for the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function due to C.

Fefferman and E. M. Stein.

Introduction. Recently various authors (see [1], [3], [41 and [11], for exam-

ple) have established the boundedness of certain (sub-)linear operators on

mixed norm spaces. In this paper we prove similar results for a version of the

Littlewood-Paley function and for the lacunary maximal partial sum operator

for Walsh-Fourier series. A particular case of the latter result is the Feffer-

man-Stein inequality proved in [3]. A by-product of our proofs is an extension

of Khinchine's inequality to mixed norm spaces.

The author wishes to thank N. R. Ladhawala, W. S. Young, and the referee

for suggesting certain simplifications.

I. In this section we extend an inequality of Khinchine [12] to mixed norm

spaces.

Lemma 1. Let {fk}k°_x denote a sequence of functions on [0,1], each being

given by a Rademacher series 2"_j afrr(t). Let 1 <p, r < oo. Then there

exist constants Cpjr and Bpr depending only onp and r such that

I   ,1/    » \"/r        \X/P /    oo    /   oo \r/2\lA

W(«?,M *) «MállH )
and

t   „,/    oo > \p/r        \'/> /    oo    /    oo \r/2\l/r

_UU'H *) ̂ Ul?,"-'2) ) •
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Proof. For the first inequality, we consider the cases p < r and p > r

separately. For p < r it follows by Holder's inequality and Khinchine's

inequality for a single function that

/    oo      „, \1A /    oo    /   oo \r/2\\/r

-(S^IAWr*)   <c^2i(2ik12)   ]   •

For p > r, it follows by Minkowski's inequality and Khinchine's inequality

for a single function that

(iU'*wrr*r * (Í,(/>*H'T
/    oo    /   oo \r/2\1/r

<ci?,(.?,w!) ) •
This proves the first inequality. To prove the second inequality, we consider

the cases p > r and p < r separately. For p > r it follows by Khinchine's

inequality for a single function and Holder's inequality that

r/2\lA /    oo      „, \l/r

(i,(i,k,|in'<c'(i,x,|Awi')

=c'(x,(i,tów|'))'/'<c'(x,(i,|Awrn
P/r\l/P

Thus it remains to prove the second inequality only in the case p <r. To do

this we use duality. Let {6,*} denote an element of norm 1 in /^/j) where

\/r + \/r' = 1. Then let {a*}?-i, 1 < k < K, be any NK numbers. Con-

sider the corresponding bk and let fx,... ,fK, gx,... ,gK be defined by

fk = 2?_! a,kr,(t) and g* = 2"_, *>„(/). Then by Holder's inequality with

(/?, r) (p', r'), and the first inequality of this lemma, we have

KK MWI- •'O    *=1

(xui«*r*rwi,*wrr*r
c,.,(/;(ii/.wrf*)'"(Ji(|iwif)'

(jt'(i,*wrr*)

>//>, ,    „ w// \>/''

!//>

<Ç,,
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Taking the supremum over the unit ball of I/J2) we obtain

(á(i|^n'/'<M/.i(á|A(x)rr&),/'
Letting N -» oo and then K -» oo the lemma follows.

II. In this section we prove some basic estimates on certain multipliers. We

note that partial results similar to these are proved in [11]. The proofs in [11]

are for martingales and are based on a decomposition lemma of Gundy. We

are able to give a short proof in view of recent work by A. Cordoba and C.

Fefferman [2]. Sr f will denote the 2'th Walsh series partial sum.

Lemma 2. Let a = {a„}fm.x denote a sequence of real numbers with Ufa,,}!!«,

< 1. Let TJ= 2?-, ar(S2, - S2.-,)f. Let Ta{fk) = {TJk)k>x. Then for 1 <
p, r < oo, there exists a constant Cpr such that

(/;( %i\TJMfy*Y < ̂ (^'(itówr)"^)'".

In particular Cpr is independent of the sequence a.

Proof. For a locally integrable function/, let/#(x) = sup^gjwl-1 fjfit)

— fu(t)\ dt where u is a dyadic interval and/„(/) = |w|-1 fuf(x) dx for t G u.

In view of results in [2], it suffices to prove that, for 1 <px < oo, (TJ)#(x)

< CPll(\f\p')*(x)]x/p' with Cp¡ independent of/and a. We note that || TJ\\Pi <

Ç.JI/IU with CPi independent of / and a. This follows from the Littlewood-

Paley theory for a single function. Let u denote a dyadic interval and let u*

denote the dyadic interval containing u with |w*| = 2|w|. (If u = [0, 1],

u = u*.) Let/ = /, + f2 where/,(•) = /(-)xv(")- Then for x G u we have

H~li \TJM-(TJx)a(t)\dt

< 2|W|-IJT \TJx(t)\ dt < 2{\u\~x f\TJx(t)\» dt}1'"

< c^uT'fjMO^ dt}1"1 < cPt[(\f\p'Y]x/p\x).

We recall from the theory of Walsh-Fourier series (see [S\) that S2>*f — SYf

— f* 8* where 6* has support in [0, 2~"\ and convolution is with respect to

the dyadic structure on [0, 1]. Now suppose \u\ = 2~p. It then follows that,

for x G u, S2rf2(x) — S2.-if2(x) = 0 for v > p. Consequently, for x G u,

TJ2(x) = 2?;,VSy - Sr-OU^x). But 2^J a¿Sr - Sy-.X/j) is a poly-
nomial of degree at most 2" and therefore is constant on intervals of length

2~". It follows that
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\o>\-lf\TJ2(t)-(TJ2)a(t)\dt = 0

and therefore

H-'j\TJ(t) - (TJ)0(t)\ dt =\u\-x(\TJx(t) - (TJx)u(t)\ dt

<CPi[(\f\p>)*]1/p'(x).

Taking the supremum norm over u such that x Gu,we obtain (TJ)#(x) <

Cp,l(\f\p')*]l/p'(x)- This completes the proof of Lemma 2.

We mention a special case of this result. We shall see later that more is

actually true. Let « be a fixed positive integer and let S„f(x) denote the «th

partial sum of the Walsh-Fourier series of/. Then

(/;(|, wirf*)'* < c„(/;(|ilAwr)'")'"
where Cp¿. is independent of « and {fk}. This follows by writing S„fk =

u„S*(fku„) where S* denotes the modified partial sum (see [5]) and noting

that S*fk = TJk where a is a sequence of O's and l's depending on «.

ID. In this section we prove an inequality of Littlewood-Paley type for

mixed norm spaces. For a function / in Lp(0; 1), p > 1, we define the

Littlewood-Paley function Gf as

t'/2

Gf(x) - Í JS \S2.f(x) - S2.-f(x)A

where S2.f(x) = \u\~x jj(x)dx, \u\ = 2-', u3 x. Then for/€Z,P(0;l),l<p

< oo, \\Gf\\p < Cp\\f\\p with Cp independent of/. This is the Littlewood-Paley

inequality for Lp spaces [10].

Theorem. Let 1 <p, r < oo and let {fk} be a sequence of integrable

functions on [0, 1] with foX2T-i\fk(x)\'"y/r dx < oo. 77k?« there exists a con-

stant Cpr independent of {fk} such that

jf( 2t\Qfk(x)rJ 'dx < Cp,fo^f\fk(x)\rJ/rdx.
Proof. This result is a simple consequence of the results in the previous

two sections. For each t G [0, 1] consider the sequence {2"_i 'VOX^'AW ~

S2,-fk(x))}k. For each t in [0, 1], Lemma 2 implies

/'( 2    2 rA')(Srfk(x) - S2.-fk(x))\ )"dx
J0  \k-\    y-l [  /

\CpJ I'Vdx
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Integrating with respect to t and interchanging the order of integration, we

obtain

f ('I 2    2 rr(t)(S2.fk(x) - Sr-fk(x))\ X    dt dx
J0  J0  \k-l   r-\ |  /

W    oo \P/r

<cp>rjr(2ii/*wr)  dx.

By Lemma 1 we have

f J      2    2   r„(t)(S2.fk(x) - S2.-fk(x))\ dtdx

rli    °°    /   °° \'/2Wr

> c,, Jf Í fc2 ( 2, «(*) - S2'-/*(*)I2)   J   dx

~      r\l   °° \p/r

= C„fo(Z\Gfk(x)r)     dx.

Hence

where ¿j,, is independent of {/fc}.

IV. For the basic properties of the Walsh-Paley system, we refer the reader

to [5] or [7]. SJ(-) will denote the «th partial sum of the Walsh-Paley-Fourier

series of/ e ¿'[0, 1].

In this section we extend a result of Paley to mixed norm spaces. Let

{",)?-1 denote a sequence of integers such that «r+1 > qn,, q > 1, v =

1, 2.For/integrable on [0, 1], let Sfix) = sup„|S^/(x)|. Paley [7] proved

that for 1 <p < oo, there exists a constant Apq independent of/ such that

\\Sf\\p < Ap9\\f\\p. Our result is the following

Theorem. Let {«,}"_] denote a lacunary sequence as above. Let {fk} denote

a sequence of integrable functions on [0, 1] such that fo(Xk°-\\fk(x)\ry/r dx <

oo. Let 1 <p,r < co. 77m?« there exists a constant Apqr independent of {fk}

such that

(/;(!, i«wr p*)'" < ̂(//(s, lAwif)'*
Remark. We note that in the special case «„ = 2" our inequality reduces to

dyadic analogue of the Fefferman-Stein inequality since Srf(x) is just the

average of/over the dyadic interval of length 2~" which contains x.
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Proof. By splitting up the sequence {«„}T-i ùrto finitely many subse-

quences if necessary, we may assume 2" < nv < 2"+1. The number of such

subsequences depends only on q. For any k,v > 1, let d"* = Sr*ifk — S2.fk.

Then

V* - V/* - S*fk) + Srf* = $*(<?) + S¿x ■

Then

Sf(x) < sup|Sj4*)(x)| + sup|Sy/t(jc)|

and therefore

(Jj^wr) r<[ï(supisj«?)(x)i)r)

+ (2i(sup|s2./fc(x)|)r),/r.

By the Fefferman-Stein inequahty [3]

í1/p p/r\\/p

(xU(ss**wrr)'* * c"(x'(l,|A(')rD
Thus it suffices to prove

/•l/   °°    / vrW' r\l   °° Wr
dx.        (.)

We will first show that

:[0, lJ^i^supl^^K^j    >x

rU £ Va
<C^-*jf (2jG&(X>rj     áx (•*)

Combining this with the result in §111 gives

\[0,l]:lgi(tjw\SK(d*)(x)\f}  r>\

<Ç>A'/(Ji^wi'f'
An interpolation argument similar to the Marcinkiewicz theorem yields (*).

By the Calderón-Zygmund lemma there exists a sequence {wj of mutually

disjoint dyadic intervals of [0, 1] which satisfy

(ox < (hr^a^-.G&ooT7' dx)x'» < 2\
(Ü) 2^,1^1 < \-pSo<2î-xGfk(xTY/rdx,
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(in) (2?.xGfk(x)r)x/r < X for a.e. x <2 Uy a,.

Fix a large positive integer M. We will prove the stated inequality with

^Pi<v<M\^(dk)(x)\ in Place of sup^jS^d^Xx)!, and Cr will be indepen-

dent of M. The desired inequality will then follow by letting M tend to oo.

Let fi = U, «,. We define, for 1 < v < M,

«?<*) =
«vWlM"1/ «kCWKO <*)   if * e «y.

»A

>A

4*0) if x « Q.

Let b* = dk - gk, k > I, I < v < M. As in [8] we note that for each k > 1

and x £ Q, $t(4*¡(x) = ^(«fX^X 1 < " < M- ̂ ^

(*«i*i*(l.(,Ä*W)w')rF>x)

<|0|+    r£[0, l]\0:f 2 (   sup    \S^grk)(x)ñ)     >X
[ \k-l^K,<M ')

<|0|+ L £[0, 1] \C: ij^l   l^i^Kx)!2)^

<|0| + A-'f if   \SK{£){x)i\n dx
•'[o, ij\a \*:=i /

,   00 / m y/2

<\Q\ + X-[    2     2   l^&W      ä

oo j/   A/ \r/2

= |C| + x-2 /    2 l^&W     dx.

We first note that S2.gk(x) = 0, i.e., fugk(x) dx — 0 for every dyadic interval

u with |w| = 2~k. If u dû = 0, this is immediate since fugk(x) dx ■»

}udk(x) dx = 0 since each term in d,* splits on w. If w = w, G ß for some /,

jugk(x) dx = C/„ «^O) dx = 0 (C is a constant). Finally suppose u n SI ¥=

0 but u ^ Uj for any w, e ñ. Let u n ß = U/ w,- Note that |w,v| < 2~"~x for

each/. Thus

f gk(x) dx = Z   f gk(x) dx+f dk(x) dx

= 2f(¿ <^WÍ «J'K*C)<*)& + /"       ¿*0)dx

" 2 / ¿f / 4*(0 *<& + f        <*(*) «fe
/     ■'u/   |«/|    JUf J»\\_)fwJ.
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(since w^(-) is constant on each w,*)

- 2   f dk(t) dt+ [ d,*(x) dx= f dk(t) dt - 0.
y      JUf Ju\ U fttf Ju>

Thus S%gk(x) = S„g?(x) - S2, gk(x). By a theorem of R. E. A. C. Paley on

partial blocks [7, Lemma 13] there exists a constant Cr depending only on r

such that

,/   M W2 ,/   M \r/2

•'O  \f-0 f J0  \v0 /

Returning to our inequalities, we now have

|íx:(Í(   sup    |Sj4*)0)|)r)>x)

j      oo    /   M y/2

<|0|+C^-'/     Ü     2   IV'&W      dx
J0     k-\\y-0 )

(t)

We now estimate 2"_,(2ii.,|52'-&*0)P),/2 separately for x g Q and x S Q.

We first consider the case x £ fi. Let w denote the dyadic interval of length

2-"-1 which contains x. Then u & {w,} and the argument above shows that

J„g,k(x)dx = Ldyk(x)dx.Thus

oo    /   M y/2 oo    /   M   I    ,    i \2\r/2

¿(¿iWMrj   -Ä(S(iäf|j[rfW*{)

1,(1. (r£ 'HT<2

oo    /   Ai \
= 22 1-5*0)1*

fc-l\y=0 /

•/2

(since 4*0) is constant on dyadic intervals of length 2 '  x)

oo    /   oo \,/2 oo

< 2   2 k*«l2    = 2 Gfk(xy.
k-l\r-0 ) k-l

By property (iii) of the decomposition, it follows that for a.e. xíüwe have
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oo    /   M y/2 oo

2   2 l*y-**0)l2     < 2 Gfk(xy
k-l\p-0 J k-\

(oo \plrl    °° \(r-p)/r

2i (%(*)')   ( 2i <%or)
(oo \/>A

2i <%(*)']   •

We now consider the case x G ß. Let w denote the element of ß which

contains x and let |Z3| = 2~s. Then letting ur denote the dyadic interval of

length 2~" containing x, we have

(fiwwij -(l(râ|x..,s-wH)]

-(ï(râ|L«'H)T
(since each ur+x =fc Uj and the earlier argument applies)

(since each df(-) is constant on u). Also we have

/     ** Y/2      I     M \ r 2\r/2

\r-S-l / \I—S-I   l<S-nl    •'h.+ i /

-    2
,= S-\      l^r+l

r ^0)^/^(0^(0*^ )

<(JL(râL<Âli*w*(H*),f
■(i-,(s|/.^(,),i(H)T

J-,(m/.i*(,)I*)T

mU i- H'
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Returning to our inequality we have for x£8, say x Gü,

oo   / m y/2

2   2IS2-&W
A-l\y-0 /

(00    IS-2 y/2 I      M \X/2\r

2 ( 2o l^«*0)|2J   + ( JgJ-WOOP)   I
{00    / S-2 \»-/2 00    /       M \

2   2 |sy*«*0)l     +22  |sy*«*WI2
*»l\„=0 / *«1\>> = S-1 /

<2'{l,(iî/il>H'/24

♦iiw4JL|«w»,r*)]
, ,/ »o /s-2     \r/2\i/,'r

lärXUU1***) ) I

M/.(i,(i-,"f^n"

~Wm/.(.W7

-/2]

< 2r-

<2'+1[2A]r = 22r+1A'

by property (i) of the decomposition. This is the estimate for x £ ß. Combin-

ing these results with inequality (f) we have

|HJ,(,äis*<**<) r>*

,     00    /   A/ \'/2

<|0|+ cW   2   2 |s2-g*0)l2    ¿x
•'0    *-l\i.-0 /

.   00 / m y/2

-loi+cW 2   2isy*«*0)l2    dx
JQ k~\\p-0 J

00 / m y/2

+ cW S     EIWWI2       dx
J[0, 1]\Q *-l \r-0 /
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<|0|{1 + C^-'(2*+V)} + Çà"'/ |   Gfk(x)rdx
J[0, i]\a *-i

< |0|{1 + Cr2>+1} + Cfr-ni*-'* (       I 2   Gfk(x)rX ' dx
J[d, i]\a\¿-i /

<|ß|{i + cr22—} + c¿-pJol(jg Gfk(xyJ/rdx

<x-p{i + c^+x + c,}jfl(Î Gfk(xyJ/rdx

by property (ii) of the decomposition. Letting M tend to oo, we obtain

x e[0, i]: ( ii(suP|S^(4*)0)l)r),/r > a

<&-'£(% Gfk(xy^j dx

which is the desired inequality.

Remarks, (i) In the case fk = 0 for k > 2, our proof reduces to a direct

proof of the strong type (p,p) inequality for the lacunary maximal partial

sum operator for Walsh-Fourier series. The only proof in the literature known

to the author is that of R. E. A. C. Paley which is not based on the

Calderón-Zygmund theory.

(ii) The above proof can be easily modified to yield a partial analogue of

the result in [8]:

jx e[0, 1]: ( J^suplSJ^Xx)!)')17' > X

<crA-i/o1(Ji <%or)
■A

dx.

Whether the full analogue is true depends upon integrability conditions

between (2£_, Hfk(x)r)x/r and (2£_i Gfk(x)r)x'r where H denotes the

Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. Such results are unknown to the author.

(iii) A natural question which arises from this work is whether analogous

inequalities can be proved for the full maximal partial sum operator.

Addendum . A positive answer to the question raised in (iii) was recently an-

nounced by Jose L. Rubio de Francia, Universidad de Zaragoza (Spain) in the

Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 26 (1979), p. A-216.
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